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Exposing The Truth About Angels
In the Jewish writings its made clear that the language of Angels is Hebrew and one has to know the
name of the Angel they wish to contact to then repeat over and over along with certain
visualizations to create the connection to this Angel and get what they wish from such. The names
are kept secret and only passed on by other Rabbi's.
Why is this so? Because this is a thoughtform created by the Rabbis. The names of these Angels
have either Yah or El on the end of them as they are connected into the matrix of energy the Jews
have created with the Christian, Islamic program. This also connects to the ten worlds on their tree
which they organize these by for the purposes they serve.
This is based on a certain type of Kabbalistic magic:
"Telesma: The energy that is put into a Telesmatic Image used to activate and charge the image.
Telesmatic Image: A created or visualized image [my note a thought form]....or angel, particularly
images that have been built up in the imagination using Hebrew letter correspondences. Each letter
in the angel's name contributes a portion of the constructed image thought its esoteric
associations."[1]
Note the highest name of their "god" are the "72 Angels" that make up the 72 Names of their "God".
The Jewish "god" is an admitted thoughtform created and operated by the top Rabbis. It’s right their
in the open in their Kabbalah. The 22 letters connect into and generate this thoughtform which is
why all the names are in Hebrew. The Jewish "god" has the main names of HaShem and Shema in
the Torah. HaShem is the 72 names. And Shema is the Shema prayer which connects the Jews into
their thoughtform and brings it to manifest in the material world. The Reverse Torah Rituals on
these have been devastating to the enemy for this reason their "god" is just a thought created by
Rabbis.
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